From the North: Use I-5 SOUTH, EXIT Sea World Dr./Tecolote Rd. and proceed LEFT at stoplight toward Morena Blvd. Turn RIGHT on Morena Blvd, LEFT on Napa, and LEFT on Linda Vista Rd. Make a LEFT at Marian Way/USD’s West entrance to enter campus. Make the first LEFT at the Guard Booth/Stop Sign to drive down into the parking area. SEE BELOW FOR CAMPUS DIRECTIONS.

From the South (or the airport): Use I-5 NORTH, EXIT Morena Blvd. (signs will say: Morena Blvd, use I-8 East) Stay to the RIGHT and follow the signs for Morena Blvd. Take the first RIGHT (fork) onto Linda Vista Rd. Make a LEFT at Marian Way/USD’s West entrance to enter campus. Make the first LEFT at the Guard Booth/Stop Sign to drive down into the parking area. SEE BELOW FOR CAMPUS DIRECTIONS.

From the East: Use I-8 WEST, EXIT at Morena Blvd, go RIGHT (fork) onto Linda Vista Rd. Make a LEFT at Marian Way/USD’s West entrance to enter campus. Make the first LEFT at the Guard Booth/Stop Sign to drive down into the parking area. SEE BELOW FOR CAMPUS DIRECTIONS.

-ON CAMPUS -From West Marian Way Parking Area to Manchester Bldg.-

Shuttles are available on weekdays only at USD from the parking area to MCC Bldg. (Stop#4). They run every 15 min. If your training is on a weekend or you prefer the exercise - Walk to the parking area entrance and proceed up the hill (LEFT/NORTH). Once you reach the crest of the hill, proceed straight through the 4-way Stop. MCC Bldg. is the 2nd on the Right/South side of the street, next door to Olin Hall.

*If you should need handicapped parking accommodations, there are marked spots available both in front of and behind the Manchester Executive Conference Center Building.

*Enter WEST USD ENTRANCE on MARIAN WAY, 1st LEFT @ Guard Booth to Parking Area